Abstract-To ensure the variation of tooth backlash in allowable value required in common gears transmission, a new transmission mechanism was proposed in this paper to solve the problem of tooth backlash change, composed by an eccentric gear and an eccentric modified gear. The design principle of the eccentric gears was described in this paper. According to the involutes tooth profile generating principle, the tooth profile data was obtained. The eccentric modified gears were manufactured through powder metallurgy, and were successfully applied to the planetary transplanting mechanism, passing the field testing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Eccentric gear is used widely in the non-uniform speed transmission because of its simple structure and easy manufacture. Compared with oval and noncircular gear, eccentric gear backlash changes cyclically in high-speed performance, which will cause vibration, so it is generally used for inaccurate non-uniform transmission. Chen Yiqun and Yuan Zhaohe got the approximate transmission trajectory, ignoring the changes of eccentric gear backlash [1] . Guo LS pointed out that the pitch curve of the two eccentric gears in meshing was not always tangent, which can not be regarded as pure rolling [2] . Zhao Yun et al proved three important properties of the eccentric gear planetary drive，and applied modern design theory and methods to optimize the core of the working parts of the rice transplanter [5] . Eccentric gear planetary transplanting mechanism was first applied successfully in high-speed rice transplanter and is still in use now [6] [7] . In order to eliminate backlash, in Japan the mechanism uses overlapping two-piece of gear and scroll spring which cause structure complicated.
In this paper a new transmission mechanism [8] composed by an eccentric gear and an eccentric modified gear was designed to eliminate the backlash of the eccentric gear transmission. Unlike the general modified gear, the modification coefficient of the eccentric gear was always changing according to the backlash of the eccentric gear in one rotation cycle. In this paper, the mechanism theoretical analysis and the field experiment was carried out.
II. THE TRANSMISSION PRINCIPLE OF ECCENTRIC GEAR AND AN ECCENTRIC MODIFIED GEAR
As eccentric gear drive will have a backlash change, thus in the modification coefficient calculation of eccentric and the eccentric modified gear transmission, the eccentric gear drive backlash variation must first be developed. According to eccentric gear transmission properties [3] , arbitrary geometric center distance of gear Ⅰ and Ⅱ can be expressed as:
Eq. (1) shows that in the transmission process, the geometrical center distance of two eccentric gears changes with angular displacement 1  , so the gear backlash is also changing.
At any time the eccentric gear drive can be seen as a two-center distance of standard cylindrical gears transmission whose center distance is O and 2 O respectively. As the geometric center distance is no longer always equal to the standard center distance, the backlash occurs between meshing tooth surface of two eccentric gears. The gear angular displacement 1  is divided into N portions within the range of 0 ~ 360 °, each corresponding gear section pitch. At each point the gear is angular modified, and the gear tooth thickness is changed, so that the backlash is zero.
The actual pressure angle can be calculated according to the relationship between the center distance and the pressure angle as follows [9] . 1 Suppose C is the backlash between two eccentric gears, in order to compensate for the backlash, the two eccentric gears are modified to meet the non-backlash meshing conditions. Non-backlash meshing equations can be written as [10] : x are the modification coefficient of the two gears.
As the eccentric gear is easy to manufacture, the eccentric gear is Ⅰmodified only, and gear Ⅱ remains unchanged. So we can get:
The modification coefficient of gear Ⅱcan be obtained as In order to avoid the modification coefficient is too large to reduce the coincidence degree and reduce the structural size, the rotation center distance will be reduced to meet the strength of gear and avoid undercut. Axis distance between eccentric gear and eccentric modified gear can be expressed as [11] :
a dR  
III. DESIGN OF ECCENTRIC MODIFIED GEAR
In manufacturing the rack cutter pitch line is tangent and pure rolling down the pitch curve of eccentric gear, and plus modification perpendicular to rack cutter. So the eccentric modified gear is enveloped with the same as ellipse or non-circular gear.
Assumes that the rack cutter roll about the fixed gear blank without sliding on the pitch of eccentric modified gear. Fig.4 shows the relationship of tooth rack and gear blank. 
Assumes the pitch of the rack cutter and the eccentric gear are tangent at point a in the initial position. When the pitch rack cutter rolls along the pitch gear to the polar angle 2i  and tangent at point b, the angle between the pitch rack cutter and the radius vector is expressed as follows [12] : 3 2
When point a moved to the point b, the ab arc length S along the pitch gear is equal to the distance between point a and b . The arc length can be expressed as follows:
The rotated angle of rack cutter can be expressed as follows:
When the rack cutter rotates one cycle, according to the formula (8) ~ (10), the pitch curve of the gear blankⅡcan be enveloped.
Based on the gear blank pitch enveloped by the straight pitch of the rack cutter, the involute gear tooth profile is enveloped by rack cutter teeth. The tool rack cutter is composed of some teeth and each tooth can be represented by four vertices. Fig.4 shows the relationship of tooth rack and gear blank. The first tooth is composed of four vertices 1, 2, 3, 4, and the other teeth can be obtained by coordinate translation of the first tooth. When the gear blank angular displacement corresponding to the arc length is larger than a pitch or integer multiple of pitch, the rack cutter translates coordinate vector y forward integer multiple pitch, to ensure every time sufficient rack teeth envelope gear. In the rack coordinate system the mathematical model of the rack cutter is represented as follows in matrix form. 
Put the rack cutter tangent to the pitch gear blank, pure rolling position, and then offset mx displacement. The mathematical model of the rack cutter can represented as follows: 
IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTS
According to the tooth profile generation method, the eccentric modified gear tooth profile calculation software is designed in Matlab environment.
The software is composed of some modules, such as interface displays, undercutting discrimination, gear parameters calculation, tooth profile envelope, intersection calculation, feature points sorted and data output. Take the eccentric modified gear in the planetary transplanting mechanism for example to verify the correctness of eccentric modified gear design. The known eccentric gear tooth number is 17 z  , module is 2.5 m mm  , and eccentricity is 3.5 e mm  .The axle center distance between the eccentric gear and conjugated gear is as follows:
The gear tooth profile generated is shown in Fig.6 . Fig.6 shows Tooth profile of eccentric gear and eccentric modified gear.
1. Eccentric gear 2. Eccentric modified gear while no backlash in eccentric gear 1 and eccentric modified gear 2 .In the initial position the two eccentric gear pitch is separated, while pitches of the eccentric gear and eccentric modified gear is tangent. Throughout the meshing process, the pitches of the two eccentric gear are sometimes separated or intersected, and only tangent at certain points, which proves that the hypothesis of two pitches are tangent and pure rolling is not established, so there is backlash in the meshing eccentric gears. While the pitches of the eccentric gear and eccentric modified gear are always tangent and pure rolling without backlash.
The eccentric modified gear is applied to the plantery transplanting mechanism of rice tranlplanter, as shown in Figure 8 . The transplanting mechanism consists of three eccentric gears 1, 3, 5 and two eccentric gears 2, 4, 10 planetary frame (gear box) and two planting arm 7, 9,in which 1, 5 are the planet gears, gear 3 is the sun gear, and gear2 and 4 are the middle gears. Use the meshing of the eccentric gear and eccentric modified gear to achieve non-uniform transmission, choose the appropriate eccentricity and center distance from the to realize the required transmission ratio and the rotation angle relation and obtain "kidney" static track 8 of working requirement. The mechanism is suitable for different size of the seedling transplanting requirements, too.
The eccentric modified gear planetary transplanting mechanism is applied to the 6 lines wide-narrow row riding type transplanter, and the field test is carried out. Test prototype id as shown in fig. 9 . Figure (a) is gear box photo of Japan transplanting mechanism with eccentric gears, which has a total of 9 eccentric gears with same eccentricity, the planetary gears and the middle gears consists of two sheet gear-superposition and dislocation installation Two positioning pins are respectively fixed on the two eccentric sheet gears and scroll-spring makes two gears mesh no-backlash. Figure (b) is gear box photo of transplanting mechanism with eccentric modified gear, which consists of 3 eccentric gears and 2 eccentric gears. The mechanism is simplified greatly. The field experiment is carried in Heilongjiang Jiansanjiang Farm. The test area is 0.7 hectares, the feet depth is 170mm, the average height of the seedlings with the 3-4 leaf age is 50mm. the seedlings is raised in seedling tray with the width of 300mm, in which the soil thickness is 19 to 21mm and the soil moisture content is 48%. Field experimental results are shown in Table 1 From the experimental results, the prototype operation quality is good, and the main test performance indicators can meet the design requirements.
V. CONCLUSION
(1)The variable modification method of the eccentric gear according to the backlash variation is feasible. The gear mechanism with the eccentric modified gear can eliminate the backlash in meshing.
(2)The value of modification depends on the backlash, and the backlash depends on center distance of the coefficient of variation (3)Rice transplanter experimental report shows that work performance quality meet the state standards.
